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tainable city. This initiative complemented the national work of
Thailand to revise their Sustainable Development Indicators.3
Like all countries, Thailand is required to report annually to the

Notes

Sustainable Development Committee on its progress.
Other initiatives have sought to introduce strategic management principles 4 to local Thai governments to support them
taking a more holistic and integrated approach to their development planning and management. Supporting frameworks and
networks 5 are being reinforced and energized for local governments both in Thailand and the subregion. Significant work is
also being undertaken to localize Millennium Development
Goals at the provincial level.6 While some of these initiatives are
donor driven, there is an overall demonstrated interest by local
governments to embrace such interventions and begin to internalize sustainable development principles.
In many ways, the local initiatives and demands emerging from
developing countries can be viewed as a “challenge” to the
Earth Council to find ways and means of bringing the Earth
Charter to be relevant and workable for their local governments

The Earth Charter in Action

1 Subsidiary laws determining the fundamental political principles of
the government.
2 Specifically sections 56,78,79, 282-284, and 290 of the 1997 Constitution
3 As the Thailand Environment Institute (TEI) was secretariat and advisor to both the local (SCI) and national (SDI) processes, significant linkages and synergies were able to be maintained between the two
processes.
4 This TEI driven initiative was introduced to encourage and train
municipalities to undertake a more strategic approach to local development planning that emphasized shifting from an incremental approach in
the planning and budgeting process to one that establishes a vision and
works to formulate action plans for achieving it.
5 TEI is working with SCP/ UN-Habitat to establish a “Sustainable Cities
Resource Centre” for training and other capacity building supports in
Thailand and the Greater Mekong Subregion, as well as to formalize a
Regional Learning Network (RLN) that brings together a range of locally
and nationally based resources that provide technical and other support
for local authorities as they attempt to deal with increasingly complex
urban issues.
6 With donor support from UNDP and NESDB (2004-2005), TEI is implementing pilot activities to elaborate Provincial Millennium Development
Goal Reports and integrate the outputs within the provincial development
plan for implementation.
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